
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
  

GENIVI Alliance to Sponsor Public Open-Source  

Community Projects for Automotive IVI Software 

  

  

WHAT WAS ANNOUNCED? On September 19, 2012, the GENIVI Alliance announced that its 

component development would be moving to all-new Alliance-sponsored public open-source community 

projects.  
  
ISN’T GENIVI ALREADY OPEN SOURCE? All the code specified for GENIVI compliance is, and will 

continue to be comprised of open-source licensed components. Today, 95% of the software components 

for GENIVI compliance are already adopted or adapted from existing open-source projects. When the 

Alliance was initially unable to find a home in the community for some components, GENIVI had originally 

developed that software “in-house.” Through these newly created sponsored projects, the components 

now will be developed in the FOSS (Free and Open-Source Software) community. 
  
WHAT ARE THESE COMPONENTS AND WHAT DO THEY DO? The first three of these projects are 

Layer Manager, Audio Manager and Automotive DLT (Diagnostic Log and Trace).  
•       Layer Manager provides a uniform interface to the wide variety of graphical elements presented 

by a car’s sensors and cameras, and to user controls and system-critical status information like 

that displayed on the instrument cluster.  
•       Audio Manager defines an interface between traditional Linux audio routing and the 

automotive-specific controls, plus provides simple methods to juggle multiple streams like a 

cloud-based music service, traffic alerts and emergency safety messages.   
•       Automotive DLT standardizes communication of diagnostics from ECUs to traditional logging 

capabilities used in Linux and the open-source community. 
  
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES TO OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPERS AND TO GENIVI? As Matt Jones, 

vice president, GENIVI and technical lead for Next Generation Infotainment Systems, Jaguar Land Rover, 

said in his keynote address at The Linux Foundation’s Automotive Linux Summit in Gaydon, England, “By 

moving our previously internal code development activities into the public open-source community model, 

GENIVI hopes to simplify contribution from its members and to engage individual contributors in the 

FOSS community who are not members. 



“The benefit for open source developers is freely available access to advanced automotive 

software, an opportunity to directly contribute to its development, and a clear path for adoption of this 

technology by related industries. 
“The benefit for GENIVI is an increased level of interest and activity towards achieving the 

Alliance’s goal of a common software infrastructure for IVI.” 
  
HOW WILL THESE OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS BE HOSTED AND MAINTAINED? The Linux 

Foundation, the nonprofit consortium dedicated to fostering the growth of Linux and FOSS, will provide 

the professional services to host all of the GENIVI sponsored projects. All of the projects will be 

maintained by GENIVI throughout their life within the open-source environment. When deemed 

beneficial, GENIVI can also merge specific projects with other existing, successful projects in the 

community to further foster development. 
  
HOW WILL NEW PROJECTS BE DEVELOPED GOING FORWARD? The Alliance will also sponsor 

new “incubation” projects for automotive IVI software in the open-source community. These projects will 

encourage development of experimental or early-stage technologies that are consistent with the Alliance’s 

mission and technical scope, but not currently part of the GENIVI compliance specification.  

  

About GENIVI Alliance 

The GENIVI Alliance is a non-profit industry association whose mission is to drive the broad adoption of 

an In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) open source development platform.  GENIVI will accomplish this by 

aligning requirements, delivering reference implementations, offering certification programs and fostering 

a vibrant open source IVI community. GENIVI’s work will result in shortened development cycles, quicker 

time-to-market, and reduced costs for companies developing IVI equipment and software.  Comprised of 

more than 165 member companies, GENIVI is headquartered in San Ramon, California.  

 


